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26th January 2022
U15 Netball vs GSAL
Gateways 48 – 7 GSAL

This is U15s first match after the competitive game played in the Sisters In Sport match last
week and it is the first game they have had in the league for a while. The girls had some
different combinations to work through and worked hard in this match to make sure they
kept possession of their own centre passes. In defence, Elle Johnson stayed close to her
opposition player to be able to tip and intercept lots of ball to help the girls gain an advantage
over GSAL. Izzy Dyer and Millie Edge worked together to balance the circle and ensure
someone was always free to receive the ball in a shooting position. Oppositions player of the
match was awarded to Lucy Dyer.

26th January 2022
Seniors Netball vs GSAL
Gateways 26 – 14 GSAL
The seniors enjoyed being back to having netball games and were able to rotate each quarter to put
out different combinations. The girls are starting to gain confidence in attack and get the ball moving
quicker to reduce the chances of the opposition intercepting it. Taliya Murray and Lucy Dyer worked
the ball through the midcourt cleanly and were always an option for the ball. In defence, the girls are
communicating with each other to minimise the space and make it harder for the opposition to score.
It is lovely seeing the girls enjoying themselves and being able to play competitive games with each
other.

High School & Sixth Form
26th January
U14 Hockey vs GSAL
Gateways 1 - 3 GSAL

The U14 hockey team played at GSAL on Wednesday evening. The girls were determined to
use their increasing skills and teamwork from the first whistle. They played wide to create
space to drive into the circle to attempt shots on goal. In defence, it was important to get
sticks down and stop the attacking ball going into the D. This was most important as
unfortunately we were a goalie down. The girls played an excellent game and scored the first
goal quite quickly. However, one opponent was able to find a gap in the circle a couple of
times which meant we conceded 3 goals. The score did not reflect the skill level of the game
and the girls look forward to further competition against this team, well done!
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